
Titus and the Glittering Flakes 
 

 About 2500 years ago, everyone knew that Titus was the person to ask if you had an odd rock. His shop in 
Athens was legendary, crammed with the rare and marvelous. Once day, Titus traveled to the wild lands of 
Macedon to check on some reported finds of tin ore. He had been sent by Pericles, to find if it was a resource that 
needed to be protected from the Persians. Even though his journey was to be kept secret, his identity did become 
known on his way back, and he was sought by several to look at what they had found. Many were fooled by 
materials they thought to be gold, but which could be crushed readily to a black powder, showing it to be merely 
pyros.  
 One morning, as Titus and his servant, the cadaverous Aegirine, were breaking camps on the foothills of 
Oros Vemio, a portly gentleman hurried up and haled them. 
 "Are you Master Titus of Athens?" 
 Aegirine stepped forward, brandishing his staff. "Who wishes to know?" 
 "I am Oeneus. If that is indeed the famous Titus, I have a wonder to show him." 
 Titus said, "I am Titus. Pray let him come forward, good Aegirine and tell his tale." 
 "There is a stream near here", said Oeneus, "It's bed is full of flakes of gold. But as we try to pan it, the 
flakes float out instead of settling. If you can tell us how to work it, we will reward you handsomely." 
 "I must see this river. Please lead on". As they made ready to go, Aegirine hissed in Titus' ear "Now don't 
buy anything from him." 
 They walked a short distance over several ridges, then down into an open meadow through which bubbled 
a clear gently flowing stream. The stream emerged a short distance to the south from a dark canyon cut through 
massive rock. The bed of the stream was indeed covered by many flakes of a gold to bronze colored substance that 
glittered in the early morning sun. Two slaves were ineffectually at work wading the stream and trying to hand pick 
the flakes from the wet sand. 
 "See here," said Oeneus, scooping some sand onto a ceramic pan and agitating it into the current. The 
golden flakes took off like leaves in a breeze and wafted out of the pan. "It is impossible to concentrate them. That's 
why my slaves are picking them out by hand. How can gold behave thus?" 
 "Because its not gold," said Titus. 
 "Why do you say that?" demanded Oeneus. 
 "Because if it floats off in such a way, it cannot be gold. Let's have a look at some and I'll see if I can tell 
what it is." 
 Grumpily, Oeneas motioned a slave forward who had laboriously gathered some of the flakes.  Titus took 
some and sprinkled them on a flat rock. He took a second rock, ground the flakes between the two, and then 
examined the result. 
 "Look how this breaks. It crumbles as gold will not. Also see how light can penetrate through these thin 
pieces. This is not gold at all, but rather a form of speklopoisos. It has little value." 
 Oeneas took this news stormily. "I know gold when I see it. You just want to discouraged me so I'll leave 
and you can take it all for yourself." 
 Titus laughed. "No, thank you.   You are welcome to it. Carry on as you wish. We are late getting on the 
road to Athens." 
 Oeneas drew up his slaves so they separated Aeneas and Titus from the stream. "We're no fools! We're 
staying!" Oeneas yelled, then began cursing them. 
 His yelling voice could still be heard in the distance as Titus and Aegirine once more came upon the 
Athens Road. 
  
O.K. you 21st Century mineral people, what mineral formed the glittering flakes in the stream? 
 
   -Dr. Bill Cordua, University of Wisconsin-River Falls 
 
Answer: The flakes are micas from the biotite group. Dark brown to black when fresh, they become bronzy when 
they weather, giving the superficial effect of gold when seen on a stream bottom on a sunny day. 


